Dating Contract

THIS AGREEMENT executed on the ____ day of ____, 20__, by and between
Mr. ___________________ (hereinafter “Guy”), and Ms. _______________ (hereinafter
“Girl”) is legally binding and enforced by and in the state of _____________.

Guy and Girl are together if all parties agree to terms and conditions of upon
signing the contract.

SECTION 1 – GOING OUT

1.1 **Dating.** Guy agrees to take Girl on an “official date” at least _______ time(s) a
month.

1.2 **Fine Dining.** In the occasion when couple goes out for fine dining, Guy may only
take Girl to ______________, Wendy’s, _____________, or ______________
no more than half the time.

1.3 **Chivalry is Dead.** Girl may not spend more than allotted amount of $_____ on
going out each week. In addition, if girl is “all about women’s’ rights” or is a
“feminist” then she shall pay at least half the time. They asked for equal rights,
they got equal rights.

1.4 **Rich Girl.** In the rare case the Girl happens to be filthy rich, all previous clauses
are void, in which case Girl should pay for everything, including sex with Guy.

1.5 **Weekly Allowance.** If Girl is in fact filthy rich she shall also provide Guy with a
weekly allowance of $______ for ____________, Rare Yugioh Trading Cards,
__________, etc.

1.6 **Entertainment.** Guy shall not attend the following shows/plays/musicals:
______________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, or Rent
under any circumstances, unless clause 2.5 (see below) is omitted and promised
later that night.
SECTION 2 – SEXUAL TIMELINE

2.1 **In General.** Girl agrees to perform first sexual act on or before _____-week period of first “official date” in clause 1.1. She shall agree to the following acts: __________, __________, reverse cow girl, _____________, ____ job, _________, SO ON AND SO FORTH. The timeline is as follows:

2.2 **H.J.** See clause 2.1

2.3 **B.J.** Within _____ day(s)

2.4 **Sex.** Within _____ day(s)

2.5 **Anal Sex.** Within _____ day(s)

2.6 **Threesome.** In the event that a threesome may occur, both parties, Guy and Girl, must agree upon the third party member. Guy, in most cases, shall specifically demand a “No Dudes!” clause which must immediately be signed by Girl:

   Signature: __________________________
   Date: ___ ___ ___

2.7 **Duties.** In addition, Guy shall watch the following movies from start until finish, in a cuddling position: __________, The Notebook, _____________, ___________; and perform ____ ___ at least once a ____.

2.8 **Completion Date.** The sexual acts to be performed shall be completed on or before the ___ day of __________, 20__ unless extended by Guy, in his discretion (i.e. unfortunate timing of menstrual cycle). [In the event the work is not performed timely as specified herein, Guy shall be entitled to hook-up with Girl’s hot sister/best friend]

SECTION 3 – GIFTS

3.1 Presents for Birthday; Christmas/Hanukah, Chanukah, Hanukkah; and Valentines Day shall be kept to a minimum of $____ and a maximum of $_____. If Guy writes a song for the Girl, plays the song on his acoustic guitar and gives Girl a card he made, all for cheaper than the minimum amount, he’s both creative and cheap. Unfortunately, long written hand-made cards from girls will not suffice.
SECTION 4 – PROHIBITED

4.1 **Services Not Enclosed.** Girl shall not, under any circumstances, allow said Guy to ______, _______, _______, put his _____ in her ___, or _______. Furthermore, Guy shall not have to hang out with Girl’s annoying friend ______ more than _____ times per week.

SECTION 5 – UNFORTUNATE CIRCUMSTANCES – POST RELATIONSHIP

5.1 **Break-Up.** In the event of an unforeseen breakup, as in the case of cheating, erectile dysfunction, and/or _______________, terms shall be met as follows.

5.2 **Return of Possessions.** Possession of items shall return to their original owner, with the exclusion of gifts. Guy really wants his_______, favorite shirt, and if at all possible the last _______ weeks/months/years (circle one) of his life back.

5.3 **Erectile Dysfunction.** In the unfortunate event of erectile dysfunction, more commonly known as “limp dick,” Girl shall not disclose information to friends, family or release said information on the Internet. Seriously, this is an important clause. If you don’t remember any other clauses, remember **5.3**, it’s really important not to tell anyone. Especially your friend Jessica. She giggles every time she sees me. I know you fucking told her! Well good thing for clause **5.4**!

5.4 **Your Secret Bitch!** In addition, Guy will keep Girl’s secret: (to be disclosed at a later date and initialed by Girl thereafter):

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Girl: ___ ___ ___

Furthermore, if the Erectile Dysfunction clause, **FIVE POINT THREE**, is broken, then Guy gets to tell EVERYONE your dirty dirty little secret. That’s right baby, everyone will know how your uncleway olesedmay ouyay!
5.5 Cheating. If cheating has been committed by the Girl, the Guy is entitled to hook-up with Girl’s best friend/hot ______ in addition to smearing the words “Slut”, “Skank”, “White Trash” or “Cum Bucket” as he deems fit. Consequently, if the Guy has cheated on the Girl, she is entitled to half of his: __________, iTunes songs, ___________ and a void of previous “Erectile Dysfunction Disclosure Clause”.

5.6 Mutual Break-Up. In the very rare case of a mutual breakup, property goes to Guy’s best friend who had to put up with this shit for way too long.

SECTION 6– MISCELLANEOUS

6.1 Standards. If partner A is more attractive than partner B, then a partner B must make up for said unattractiveness through one, or a combination, of the following: 1) fantastic personality; 2) extensive reconstructive surgery; 3) really, really, really good at oral sex; 4) willingness to walk 10 feet behind partner A when out in public and not acknowledge relationship to A’s friends and family.

6.2 Pet Names. In the event that said couple wishes to call each other by “Pet Names”, they will not do so in public in consideration of single people and the weak stomached.

6.3 T.o.M. Guy shall always be informed, whether via phone, e-mail, text, or IM at least one week in advance to the Girl’s “Time of the Month” (T.o.M). Guys really hate Tom, he’s an asshole. See clause 2.5 for alternate means of satisfaction.

WITNESS OUR SIGNATURES, this the _____ day of __________, 20__.

________________________________________
GUY

________________________________________
GIRL